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Abstract
We investigate the impact of recent advances in speech recog-
nition techniques for under-resourced languages. Specifically,
we review earlier results published on the Lwazi ASR corpus
of South African languages, and experiment with additional
acoustic modeling approaches. We demonstrate large gains by
applying current state-of-the-art techniques, even if the data it-
self is neither extended nor improved. We analyze the vari-
ous performance improvements observed, report on compara-
tive performance per technique – across all eleven languages
in the corpus – and discuss the implications of our findings for
under-resourced languages in general.
Index Terms: speech recognition, Lwazi, Lwazi ASR corpus,
phone recognition, South African languages.

1. Introduction
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) of under-resourced lan-
guages is a topic that has garnered increasing interest over the
past decade [1]. Targeted data collection efforts such as Glob-
alphone [2], Babel [3] and others [4, 5] have steadily increased
the language coverage of available speech corpora. At the same
time, freely available tools for data collection [6, 7, 8] have
made small localized corpus development much easier, also
contributing to the growing pool of curated ASR training data.
Still, the majority of sub-Saharan African languages remain
under-resourced, with limited or no speech resources available
for the study of many of these languages.

In parallel with work targeted at dealing with issues specific
to under-resourced languages, recent developments in main-
stream ASR research have resulted in clear performance im-
provements. Specifically, the application of deep neural net-
works [9], sub-space Gaussian modeling [10] and the packaging
of many of these techniques within the Kaldi toolkit [11], have
contributed to improved performance in well-resourced ASR
systems.

In this study, we revisit earlier baselines obtained on the
Lwazi ASR corpus [12], a small freely available corpus of tele-
phony speech in the eleven official languages of South Africa,
and determine how these baselines are affected by recent de-
velopments. We consider performance trends across a range
of languages, in order to better understand the implications for
smaller ASR corpora in general.

2. Background
As background to this work, we provide an overview of the
Lwazi corpus (Section 2.1), discuss earlier baselines obtained
on this corpus (Section 2.2), and touch on those recent develop-
ments in ASR that we focus on in this study (Section 2.3).

2.1. The Lwazi corpus

The Lwazi project [13] was originally conceptualized to demon-
strate the potential of speech technologies in providing access
to information [14]. At the end of the first phase (2006–2009),
basic speech recognition and text-to-speech systems were de-
veloped in all eleven of South Africa’s official languages. (For
the majority of these languages, this was the first time such tech-
nologies were developed.) In addition, resources developed in-
cluded annotated speech corpora [12] and electronic pronunci-
ation dictionaries [15], all of which were made available freely
via the South African Resource Management Agency [16].

The languages included in the corpus are listed in Table 1,
with nine of the eleven languages from the Southern Bantu (SB)
family. Per language, the ISO 639-3:2007 language code, lan-
guage family and estimated number of first language speakers
in South Africa are shown. The majority of Southern-Bantu
languages are from two language families – Nguni and Sotho-
Tswana – with Tshivenda and Xitsonga from two additional lan-
guage families.

Table 1: Languages in the Lwazi ASR corpus [17, 18].
language ISO code # million language

speakers family
isiZulu zul 11.6 SB:Nguni

isiXhosa xho 8.2 SB:Nguni
Afrikaans afr 6.9 Germanic
English eng 4.9 Germanic
Sepedi nso 4.6 SB:Sotho-Tswana

Setswana tsn 4.0 SB:Sotho-Tswana
Sesotho sot 3.8 SB:Sotho-Tswana
Xitsonga tso 2.3 SB:Tswa-Ronga
siSwati ssw 1.3 SB:Nguni

Tshivenda ven 1.2 SB:Venda
isiNdebele nbl 1.1 SB:Nguni

The Lwazi 1 corpus was the first set of resources available
in all of South Africa’s official languages, but is very small in
today’s terms – consisting of between 4 and 10 hours or speech
per language (see Table 2).

2.2. Earlier baselines

Various earlier results have been published with regard to the
Lwazi corpus [12, 19, 20, 21, 22], not all directly comparable
to the work here. The first recognition results on the Lwazi
corpus [12] utilized an earlier version of the corpus, and two
follow-up papers experimented with concept recognition [19]
and data pooling [20], respectively. Given the construction of
the corpus (prompts selected from a limited set of government
documents) word-based recognition is heavily biased towards



Table 2: Size of the released Lwazi ASR corpus.
language # total # speech # distinct

minutes minutes phones
afr 254 217 37

eng (SA) 299 253 44
nbl 612 499 46
nso 568 434 29
sot 426 334 28
tsn 474 363 33
tso 517 400 54
ssw 632 501 40
ven 431 335 39
xho 559 439 51
zul 526 417 44

the construction of the language model. We therefore follow the
approach of [12] and [22] to report primarily on phone recog-
nition results. That is, we do not perform word recognition us-
ing a language model, but phone recognition using a flat phone
recognition grammar. (All phones are considered equally likely
to occur at any given point.) This provides a clear indication of
acoustic model improvement without additional language mod-
eling effects influencing results.

The closest comparisons available are [21] and [22]: both
publications report (in addition to other results) on phone recog-
nition rates, with exactly the same train/test set distributions
as used here. (Note that different development sets were used
in all studies.) All systems were developed using HTK [23].
Henselmans et al. [21] experimented with additional language
modeling approach, adding additional data and reported on both
phone and word recognition rates. As comparative results from
[21] (using unigram phone recognition) are slightly poorer than
reported on in [22], we use [22] as baseline for this study.

2.3. Recent developments

Automatic speech recognition systems are continuously ex-
tended to include additional techniques that improve perfor-
mance. Recent techniques range from feature processing to
better speech modeling, and are rapidly made accessible to the
speech research community through software toolkits such as
Kaldi [24]. Kaldi is an open-source toolkit for speech recog-
nition research. It contains near current speech recognition
techniques and provides packaged database-specific recipes that
demonstrate the use thereof. Acoustic modeling techniques pro-
vided by Kaldi include: speaker-adaptive training (SAT), sub-
space Gaussian modeling (SGMM), deep neural networks for
probability estimation (DNN) and system combination tech-
niques.

SAT was introduced to improve acoustic modeling by al-
lowing the models to focus on capturing the intra-speaker vari-
ability and reducing the effect of inter-speaker variability [25].
Kaldi supports both model-space and feature-space adaptation.
For our SAT experiments we utilized the feature-space maxi-
mum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) approach. In the
Kaldi training recipe, the speaker-specific fMLLR transforms
were composed with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) trans-
form and a maximum likelihood linear transform (MLLT) [26].
LDA is applied to spliced features (nine consecutive frames) to
reduce the dimension to 40, followed by a MLLT transform that
regularizes these features to better fit the diagonal covariance
assumption.

An SGMM [10] system models context-dependent Hidden

Markov Model state parameters indirectly by mapping from a
vector space. The Gaussian mixture model structure has a num-
ber of Gaussians per state and shares a component’s covariance,
weights and means across all states. The state-specific param-
eters are derived by mapping weights and means using a state-
specific vector.

The Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) objective func-
tion is used to discriminately train acoustic models. Povey et
al. [27] makes two modifications to this training procedure; (1)
boosting path likelihoods proportional to the difference between
the hypothesized and true utterances, and, (2) removing shared
paths in the numerator and denominator lattices.

DNNs have recently improved many machine learning ap-
plications’ accuracies and have been applied successfully in
speech recognition [9]. Kaldi has two main DNN recipes but for
our experiments we utilized the approach detailed in Veselý et
al. [28], which utilizes Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
pre-training. In addition, the DNNs were further optimized by
using sequence-discriminative training within a state-level min-
imum Bayes risk (SMBR) criterion framework.

Kaldi implements a score combination technique that
makes use of minimum Bayes risk decoding to re-score a union
of lattices [29]. This lattice is constructed by combining the lat-
tices from various speech recognition systems – in the case of
Kaldi these are the SGMM+MMI and DNN systems. The var-
ious word options are scored based on posteriors and the best
path is chosen.

3. Approach
The Lwazi corpus is associated with a set of dictionaries that
have continued to evolve over the past few years, with minor
corrections accumulating over time. In order to ensure that we
only analyze the improvements introduced using newer acoustic
modeling techniques, we first rerun the same baseline systems
as before, using the latest available release of the corpus and
dictionaries.

Only once we have ascertained that the baselines are re-
peatable, newer techniques are introduced, one at a time, using
implementations made available via the Kaldi toolkit. The spe-
cific techniques considered include:

• Speaker-adaptive training (SAT),

• Subspace Gaussian modeling (SGMM),

• Deep neural networks for probability estimation
(DNNs), and

• System combination.

Once each technique has been applied, performance is mea-
sured using the standard definition of phone error rate (the sum
of all substitutions, deletions and insertions, as a factor of the
total number of phonemes in the reference utterance). This def-
inition is however not fully unambiguous, as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1.

4. Data
The Lwazi corpus consists of prompted telephone – mobile &
landline – speech recordings in all eleven of South Africa’s of-
ficial languages. For each language, approximately 200 speak-
ers were recorded, with each speaker reading 30 prompts on
average; this results in approximately 4–10 hours of audio per
language, as shown in Table 2.

For the purposes of this paper, the same evaluation sets as in
[22] were used. However, development sets for tuning were not



used in [22], therefore a smaller development set of 20 speak-
ers was partitioned from the training set for tuning language
model weights and for optimizing iterative training techniques
(our training set is thus slightly smaller than that used for train-
ing in [22]). Male and female speakers were balanced across
development and evaluation sets. The number of speakers per
set, as well as the number of male and female speakers per lan-
guage, are shown in Table 3.

All the data (including train, development and
test set partitioning) as well as the pronunciation dic-
tionaries used here are available for download at
https://sites.google.com/site/lwazispeechcorpus.

Table 3: Number of speakers in the train (trn), development
(dev) and evaluation (tst) sets of the Lwazi ASR corpus. The
total number of speakers is also shown together with a gender
breakdown.

language trn dev tst total male female
afr 140 20 40 200 101 99
eng 136 20 40 196 92 104
nbl 140 20 40 200 99 101
nso 130 20 40 190 92 98
tso 154 20 40 214 103 111
tsn 143 20 40 203 96 107
ssw 136 20 40 196 92 104
sot 142 20 40 202 90 112
ven 138 20 40 198 98 100
xho 150 20 40 210 101 109
zul 139 20 40 199 98 101

5. Results
5.1. Repeating the baseline

The baseline results described in [22] are the closest published
results to the experiments reported on in this paper, both in
terms of approach as well as in the training and test sets that
were used. As discussed in Section 4, no development set was
used in [22]; as a development set is necessary for tuning in the
Kaldi recipes, we defined our own development sets from the
respective training sets. In order to ensure that the results in this
paper are as comparable as possible to results obtained with the
techniques and toolkits reported in [22], the experiments in [22]
were repeated using the new training and development sets. As
can be seen from Table 4, the new results are comparable to
those described in [22]. Minor changes can be attributed to the
smaller training sets, the improved dictionaries, as well as the
random noise observed when re-running the same experiment
on different systems, but the initial baseline is well within the
expected range.

While analyzing the baseline, it was observed that the stan-
dard error reporting tools made available via the HTK and Kaldi
toolkits produced different results. Specifically, even though the
definition of phone error rate remains the same, the error rate is
dependent on the scoring matrix used during hypothesis and ref-
erence alignment. In HTK, the cost of one correct match, one
insertion and one deletion is lower than two substitutions dur-
ing alignment; the opposite choice is made in Kaldi. (That is,
even though the same definition is used to score PER, differ-
ent scoring strategies are used during reference and hypothesis
alignment.) This implies that Kaldi and HTK scoring results
are not directly comparable, and the HTK baseline was there-
fore rescored using the Kaldi approach in order to produce the
baseline reported on in the remainder of this section.

5.2. Trends per language

Results for the best and worst performing Sotho-Tswana lan-
guages – Sepedi (nso) and Setswana (tsn) – are shown in Fig. 1,
and for the best and worst performing Nguni languages – isiN-
debele (nbl) and isiZulu (zul) – in Fig. 2. Across all of these
languages, a clear improvement in error rate is observed from
the triphone to the SGMM+MMI system – with a large gain ob-
served when introducing SAT. (Exact results per language are
shown in Table 4.)

Figure 1: Phone error rate using different acoustic modeling
techniques for two languages from the Sotho-Tswana language
family.

Within the training process there is a split in system de-
velopment when either DNN training or SGMM+MMI training
commences. Surprisingly, the DNN results are comparable to
that of SGMM+MMIin the majority of cases, where the latter
system is on par or slightly out-performing the DNNs – except
for English and Afrikaans (see below). Consistently, across lan-
guages, the DNN+SMBR approach produces the best results for
a single system. Lastly, the best results for all languages are the
combined systems, that rescores the combined lattices produced
by both the SGMM+MMI and DNN+SMBR systems.

Figure 2: Phone error rate using different acoustic modeling
techniques for two languages from the Nguni language family.

5.3. Results across languages

For completeness, all language results are shown in Table 4. In
addition, results from four selected systems – the initial base-



Table 4: A comparison of phone error rates across languages, using different acoustic modeling techniques.

eng zul afr tsn sot nso tso ssw xho nbl ven
baseline [22] 50.36 42.76 40.29 36.17 35.09 34.18 35.46 33.99 34.35 33.77 32.07
baseline (repeated) 48.35 42.66 41.30 37.69 35.72 36.75 34.16 34.24 34.03 35.26 32.25
triphone 50.73 41.72 41.86 35.42 35.28 33.84 35.92 34.77 35.25 35.27 32.15
LDA+MLLT 46.11 39.83 38.50 32.74 32.86 31.17 32.82 32.56 31.60 31.76 29.35
LDA+MLLT+SAT 40.77 34.54 33.49 28.86 28.07 27.16 27.34 28.20 27.48 27.44 23.99
SGMM 38.04 32.86 30.84 27.12 26.44 25.73 26.30 26.33 24.93 24.98 21.96
SGMM+MMI 37.27 31.20 30.02 25.52 25.02 24.33 23.72 23.63 23.27 22.86 20.87
DNN 34.57 31.93 27.82 26.35 25.64 25.16 24.82 25.26 23.75 23.26 20.68
DNN+SMBR 33.23 30.16 26.56 24.91 24.20 23.52 22.59 23.50 21.78 21.64 19.24
combined 32.24 28.30 25.29 23.05 22.16 21.27 21.21 21.12 21.08 20.17 17.96

line, trained triphones once speaker-adaptive training has been
applied (LDA+MLLT+SAT), the best single system and the best
combined results – are shown in Fig. 3. In all cases the best sin-
gle system results are obtained using the DNN+SMBR system.

Figure 3: Comparing language-specific performance across the
four main systems.

6. Discussion
From Table 4 we can clearly see that the more sophisticated
techniques produce better results, with large gains observed
when compared to previously published baselines. However,
these techniques generally require extensive computing re-
sources. Besides providing new baselines for the Lwazi tele-
phony corpus, the speech recognition trends lay out a rough
guide to selecting the best technique given technological con-
straints. In under-resourced environments gaining access to
high performance computing – such as GPUs for DNN train-
ing and decoding – may be difficult. Therefore backing off to
certain techniques might be adequate for an application, and our
trends provide a proxy for expected performance.

The same trends were observed across all languages stud-
ied, even though absolute accuracies differed substantially. The
differences among languages can be attributed to various fac-
tors, including the quality of the data itself, but is most heavily
influenced by the phonotactic perplexity per language, as also
observed in [19]: the lower the perplexity, the better the results.
Given the significant differences in the linguistic characteristics
of the languages studied, similar gains can be expected for other

under-resourced languages. This is especially significant, given
the large increases in data sizes typically required to gain re-
ductions in error rates (when keeping modeling techniques con-
stant) [30].

The techniques used in this study have all matured to the
extent that limited tweaking is required when applying standard
versions. Existing techniques related to both monolingual and
multilingual bottleneck features have not yet been applied here:
these are techniques we would like to explore in future work.
We have also not yet considered whether the dictionaries them-
selves are necessary at all, or whether close-to-graphemic mod-
els [31] are sufficient.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we investigated the implication of recent advances
in acoustic modeling for under-resourced languages, by revis-
iting existing baselines published on the Lwazi ASR corpus
of South African languages. This corpus includes nine under-
resourced languages from the Southern Bantu family. To fa-
cilitate future comparisons, all data used here have been made
available publicly1.

We demonstrate large gains (16-25% relative ) by applying
speaker-adaptive training, and additional large gains (12-20%
relative) from applying either SGMMs or DNNs for probabil-
ity estimation. System combination of the best single system
results resulted in an additional 1-10% relative gain. This re-
sults in an overall improvement of 31-45% relative gain when
compared to the previous baselines.

While the corpora used here are small, the reduction in er-
ror rate is significant, especially if the data is intended for the
development of seed systems used to bootstrap speech technol-
ogy applications. The same trends were observed across all lan-
guages studied, even though absolute accuracies differed sub-
stantially. This bodes well for other under-resourced languages,
where similar gains are to be expected.
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